Motorkhana – car preparation, suggestions & tips
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Spectators are free and generally can get
fairly close to the action. Be warned that
it all looks fairly simple from the outside
and the quick guys make it look o-so-easy.
Events below State Rounds sometimes
allow passengers and you may be able to
arrange a passenger ride to witness the
work rate required to achieve the o-soeasy looking run.
Motorkhana is not all about the drive;
planning and mental preparation prior to
the run also determines the success and
speed of the run.
Motorkhanas cater for all types of vehicles
and the MX-5 makes a very capable
motorkhana vehicle however
there is no requirement to use
your MX-5.

Personal Preparation

Surface-specific requirements

To compete at any event beyond a simple
Club event, you will need an appropriate
CAMS licence, for which you need a Club
membership (any CAMS-affiliated club
will do). CAMS licences are generally
available on the day however arranging it
prior to the event is desirable.

Some events are conducted on dirt and
place a greater importance on the air
filtration system. I recommend having a
spare air cleaner element to replace the
dirty one when you get home.

Wear comfortable clothes appropriate for
the conditions as you will spend a large
part of the day outside the car socialising
with your fellow competitors. Shorts,
tee shirt, hat and sunscreen for summer
through to boots, thermals and gloves for
winter. The only stipulation is you must
wear closed shoes.

Prepare the Car
Before the event you need to ensure that
your car is ready. Make sure that all your
car’s bodily fluids are topped up – ie,

Your car will undergo a basic scrutineer
check before the event.
There is no need to modify a MX-5
to compete at a motorkhana. Stock
standard they have proven to be excellent
vehicles and can achieve some great
results if driven appropriately.

»» Locking the handbrake
button in is sometimes
desirable. Some tape and a
5c piece works fine. Please
note, if you have a leather
handbrake handle, don’t
use tape as it can remove
some of the surface finish.

Like all forms of activities, there
is some preparation for you and
your car before a motorkhana.

Before the event
Select an event to enter and
advise your club representative.
Both dirt and bitumen events
are available and each has its
own benefits and drawbacks.
Both are set to the same
dimensions. For people starting
out, dirt is more fun, produces less
strain on the car and as the tests take
longer due to less grip you have more
time to think and generally there
will be a line to follow from previous
competitors. The downside is the that
car will become very dusty. Bitumen
events are not as dusty, but place more
strain on the car, increase the tyre wear
and, due to the extra grip, are faster and
more technical.
Pre-enter the event using the appropriate
entry form. This avoids the hassle of
filling in forms and finding information
on the day. If the event is cancelled or
you are unable to attend, your entry fee
will be returned. For state rounds a 25%
discount is offered for early entry.

Some events are conducted on bitumen
or concrete which places additional strain
on the car. It is critical to ensure the
engine oil level is full and the tyres will
last the day including getting you home
safely, approximately 2mm of tread above
the tread wear indicators is sufficient.

Tips and tricks to may make
the day more enjoyable and
help with the after effects

Preparation
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Think Motorkhana might
be for you? Come to an
event and have a look as a
spectator.

»» Give the car a good wax to
provide some protection
from the dirt thrown up by
the tyres or if you collect a
marker.
»» Keeping the car closed when it is
dusty and not opening the door
as a dust cloud is drifting past will
minimise the interior cleaning.
»» 4WD mud mats are great to collect
the dirt and dust; pull them out at
the end of the day and the floor is
clean.
coolant, engine, diff and gearbox oils,
brake and clutch fluids. Check for and
fix any fluid leaks, and check that your
air cleaner element is serviceable and
correctly fitted. Make sure your battery is
secured and doesn’t move around. Check
that your brake pads still have plenty of
material on them and that the tyres are
in a roadworthy condition. Remove all the
extra stuff that has accumulated in the
car and boot which is not required on
the day.

Rim rash ... what’s the treatment?

»»
Bring a small poly tarp to place
your gear in/under once unloaded
from the boot.
If you become hooked on motorkhana as
I have, there are a number of further tips
and tricks I can give you which will make
life easier and ensure your car remains in
its pristine state. ■
See Bob’s motorkhana report on page 7.
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Rim rash is that dreaded disease caused by
the occasional rogue gutter which jumps
out and savagely attacks our precious
rims!
But, help is at hand, with a relatively simple
DIY fix for that dreaded edge of rim scrape.
Materials required: A small electric palm
sander, some narrow strips of emery
cloth, and wet and dry paper, from coarse
down to about 800 grit, a grey automotive
scourer (available from any auto paint
shop), some Brasso, rag, and masking tape.
What to do:

The dreaded rim rash ...

What you need for the job ...

Mask around the damaged area ...

Carefully sand out the damaged areas ...

Sand each stage using progressively
finer paper ...

Finish off to a polished surface ...

Beautiful!

Like a bought one!

1. Remove the wheel, remove the valve, and
pop down to your nearest tyre outlet,
and have them break the bead on the
front only.
2. Mask off around the damaged area/s
with a couple of layers of masking tape.
3. Cut your emery cloth and wet and dry
into strips about 25-30mm wide, and
fit the coarsest one to one edge of the
sander.
4. Carefully sand out the damaged areas,
until the worst of the damage is gone
(some of this can be done by hand if you
wish).
5. Then sand by using progressively finer
paper at each stage until you get to the
800 grit (three or four stages are plenty).
6. When you have the repaired area nice
and smooth, finish off with the grey
scourer, and then some Brasso, to get a
nice polished finish.
7. Once complete, return to your tyre
outlet and have them reattach the
tyre to the rim. Pump up the tyre, and
finish off with a coat of tyre gel, re-fit
the wheel, and your beautiful MX-5 is
looking pristine again!
Note that the wheel used for this article is
from an NB SE Turbo, which has a “chrome”
silver paint finish. You will see some faint
feathering at the painted edges where you
did the repair, but it looks 100% better than
the rash.
This repair, carried out on silver painted
wheels, may require a wheel re-paint,but
that is a article for another day.
Thanks to Jo Hurst for the loan of her wheel
for this article.
Please note: NB8B wheels have a clear
coat and all earlier, non-LE wheels are not
painted and have a cast finish. ■

NA to NB brakes ... correction
Last month our Tech Talk article on swapping NA to NB brakes suggested using a
vice to push back the rear brake caliper piston. Member feedback advises that the
rear actually has an adjuster you turn with an Allen key to retract the piston. Using
a vice damages the adjuster and compromises the efficiency of the rear brakes.
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